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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Greetings! If you feel like me, time
has flown by the last few months. It
was a pleasure to see so many
Western Region members at the
National Symposium in Portland,
Maine. National Symposium is
always a place to meet and renew
professional acquaintances. One
night when I went to dinner with
seven others, we represented four
separate regions. It was wonderful
to spend time with people with
common interests. 

I am pleased to announce that Abra Flores is the Western Region President Elect. 
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She has taken over the program planning from Leigh Wishner who rotated off the
Board.  Abra is busily working with Mary Gibson on our September 16 program in
San Diego and with the staff of Turtle Bay Exploration Park including Heather
Vaughan on our October 28 program in Redding.  Elise Rousseau will direct us in
an Angel’s Project in Redding on Sunday, October 29 to assist Turtle Bay in the
preservation of their costume collection.  So put these dates on your calendar.

I also wanted to tell you that we will hold our Annual Meeting at the San Diego
program in September. While these meetings may seem routine and boring to many,
they actually further the work of our region.  Besides updates from committees we
will vote on a number of changes to the By-Laws.  Since By-Laws give the broad
stroke of how the region, and more specifically, how the Board operates, they can
only be approved by the membership. Most of these changes are to reflect current
practices in our electronic age; others are to reconcile some contradictory language
in the document. Copies of the proposed changes will be sent to you shortly.  So
please look them over and I hope to see you there.

Lastly, I want welcome our new Board members – Celia Wedwick Rogus, Carol
Wood, and Monica Fusich as well as returning Board member Inez Brooks-
Myers.  I look forward to working with all of them.   

Shelly

Editor's Note: 
The next few issues will feature one of our
new board members. This edition introduces
Carol Wood in the article below. I am also
pleased to announce the addition of a new
category for the Newsletter: STAFF
COMINGS & GOINGS. The title is a bit
awkward so please offer your suggestions!

Email me at dawainis98@gmail.com.

 NEW WESTERN REGION BOARD MEMBER 

Carol B. Wood
San Pablo, CA
CSA member since 2007

There is nothing more fascinating
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to me than translating character
from the page of history to the
story, to the costume designer's
interpretation, then onto to the
body.

As a Draper in San Francisco Opera's Costume Shop, I have the extreme good
fortune to work among immensely talented technicians and artisans who are a
constant source of inspiration. We are all in the business of answering the “how” and
“why” of costume, since instruction manuals rarely extend to all the historical pieces
we are called upon to recreate or innovative "builds" seemingly impossible to anchor
on the body.

In addition to a decade of theater work, I pass on as much of the “how” and “why” in
the classroom. An educator by passion and training, I’ve taught costume
construction for the past 15 years, especially corsetry. Linking my past life as a
linguistics and ESL teacher with my current life as a draper has resulted in research
for a book about dressmaking education between the world wars as exemplified
through the Woman’s Institute of Domestic Arts & Sciences.

This next installment in my story, CSA Western Region board member, is an exciting
opportunity to connect with people interested in clothing, its development, its use,
and the astounding lengths to which we decorate the human form. I am eager to
meet people in costume-related fields in which I am not as familiar, facilitate
learning, and in general provide organization and motivation.

 CSA-WR EVENTS CALENDAR
Bring your friends!

September 16, 2017, San Diego, CA: "Fiber and Fashion: Folk Art to Art-to-
Wear".  Don’t miss this private viewing of folk costume, textiles, and
adornment at the Mingei International Museum led by Barbara Hanson-
Forsyth, Collections Manager and Sarah Winston, Textile Collections
Manager. There will be an afternoon visit to the Studio of Anne Abendroth,
Fiber Artist. The CSA-WR Annual Business meeting will also take place. 
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October 28-29, 2017, Redding, CA : "Material Culture: Form, Function and
Fashion", Turtle Bay Exploration Park, The program is still being developed, but on
Saturday we will visit their exhibitions and have a special viewing of their costume
collection, then a visit to the Redding Fashion Alliance.  If you want to read about
one of the items in the Turtle Bay Exploration Park Museum collection see Heather
(Vaughan) Lee's article in Dress (volume 42, Number 1, 2016).  On Sunday, under
the director of conservator, Elise Rousseau, we will hold an Angel's Project to better
preserve their costume collection.  Bring the whole family for a weekend enjoying Mt.
Shasta and Mt. Lassen, walking across stunning Sundial Bridge and on the trails
along the Sacramento River, and the entire Turtle Bay Park. 

 EXHIBITIONS, TALKS, & MEET UPS
Bring your friends!

Jo Ann Stabb will be presenting an

illustrated lecture on the topic of

"Victorian Mourning Dress", 
Sunday, October 15, 2017, 12 noon, at
the historic Stanford-Camron House in
Oakland, CA

The Stanford-Camron House was built in the early 1870s and served as a private
home until 1907, when it became The Oakland Public Museum.  After the new
Oakland Museum opened in 1967, this former mansion was re-named for two of
its illustrious residents, the Camrons (1876-77) and later the Josiah Stanford family.
(1882-1905).   In addition to the period furnishings, there are plans to include a small
exhibition of Victorian mourning jewelry.    At this time, there is no pre-registration
required, but space is limited.  

For further information about the House, see Google entries: 

Camron-Stanford House

1418 Lakeside Drive

Oakland, CA  94612

 (510) 874-7802   

Fashion History Crash Course in Paris, Aug. 7-18, class/tour led by Anne Bissonnette
Summer of Love: Art, Fashion and Rock & Roll, Fine Arts Museum San Francisco/de
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Young, San Francisco, CA (April 8 through August 20) (Catalogue available)
Beyond the Surface: Worldwide Embroidery Traditions, Fine Arts Museum San
Francisco/de Young, San Francisco, CA (through August 31) 
Les Folies Bergère: Entertaining Las Vegas One Rhinestone at a Time, Nevada State
Museum/Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV (through August 31)
Misfits: Bodies, Dress and Sustainability, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada (through Sept. 3)
Hungarian Written Embroidery Workshop, Sunday, Sept. 10, 10:00-3:00 by Sarah
Pedlow of ThreadWritten Textiles, de Young Museum, Well Fargo room. Pre-registration
required. For more information go to http://www.textileartscouncil.org/hungarian-written-
embroidery-workshop/
Changing Hats: French Millinery in Degas, Impressionism and the Paris Millinery
Trade, by Laura Camerlengo, Assistant Curator of Costume and Textile Arts, Fine Arts
Museums of San Francisco, Saturday, September 16, 10:00am, de Young Museum, Koret
Auditorium, Admission
Degas, Impressionism and the Paris Millinery Trade, Legion of Honor, San Francisco,
CA (through September 24) (See catalogue information below)
Chagall: Fantasies for the Stage,  Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA
(July 1017-January 7, 2018)

Meet-ups are informal ways to see exhibitions and attend events with follow CSA WR members.
We rely on member suggestions and volunteers to organize meet-ups, so please contact CSA
WR Meet-Up Chair Michaela Hansen with your ideas @ michaela.a.hansen@gmail.com.

Les Folies Bergère, a guest’s review

Whenever possible, Mary Gibson always tries to invite a guest to our events. Her friend, Sue,
was so enthusiastic about the Las Vegas July event that Mary asked her if she would like to do a
write-up for our e-news. So here is:

Baubles, Bangles, and Beads…Live From Las Vegas! by Susan Muick

“There’s a Folies Bergère exhibit in Las Vegas”, Mary said.  “Want to be my guest?”

We packed up the car and hit the road for the bright lights of Vegas!  Did I mention it was 117
degrees there?!  But, it was a “dry heat” and we were excited to see the costumes up close.  We
braced ourselves in the air-conditioned hotel and made a mad dash to the car!
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General view of exhibit 
(photos by Mary Gibson)

Karan Feder & Joe Macchiaverna
Joe tells another story

The exhibit, Les Folies Bergère: Entertaining Las Vegas One Rhinestone at a Time, was curated
by CSA member, Karan Kaufman Feder – Guest Curator of Costume & Textiles at the Nevada
State Museum.  Beautifully presented, the exhibit contains a wide array of costumes from the
1950s through to the final curtain of the Follies in Las Vegas in 2009 – showcasing the
extravagance and artistry of these Parisian-style cabaret productions. For decades, the Folies
Bergère defined “Vegas” – if one was not seeing a headliner (The Rat Pack, Wayne Newton,
etc.), a ticket to a Follies show was the one to obtain. Ms. Feder believes strongly that it would
be a loss to not have these costumes curated and displayed in the city where they sparkled. 
Little did she know what she was in for…

Several years after the final show closed, two large moving trucks delivered over 8,000 costume
pieces to the museum.  The pieces were unlabeled, unidentified, and literally dumped in piles on
the floor!  It has been Karan’s job to research old photos, interview past cast and crew members,
and curate the collection – separating costumes by production, and then by scene.  Many of the
interviews, video histories, and photographs used to assist in the research are on display in the
exhibit, adding depth and richness to the costume presentation.  This current exhibit showcases
just a sampling of what was dumped onto that floor. Karen estimates that it takes an average of
4 hours to curate each costume, meaning she will not be alive to finish it herself!
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Karan holds an old-school G-String, CSA
members Shelly Foote, Laurie Kurutz  

(photos by Mary Gibson) Racks of feathers, still to be processed

The Behind-the-Scenes tour was not only interesting (so that’s what a Parisian g-string looks like
prior to Lycra?...  ummm…only spot-cleaned?...  casting determined by who fit the costume?),
but was a lot of fun as Ms. Feder had arranged for a long-time principle singer and emcee of the
Follies to join us.  Joseph Macchiaverno was full of production anecdotes and happily shared
personal photos and videos on his cellphone!  After viewing the exhibit we went backstage and
saw racks of costumes still to be processed, original designs (including one by Bob Mackie), an
up-close look at individual costume pieces, and a peek at a few of the items that will be included
in the upcoming exhibit The Artistry of Pete Menefee (a significant costume designer of Las
Vegas Follies productions).

  

The Folies Bergère exhibition will be on display at the Nevada State Museum through Aug. 31,
2017.  The Artistry of Pete Menefee opens August 12…make your plans accordingly. 
Remember…everywhere in Las Vegas is air-conditioned and…it’s a dry heat!

 Summer of Love, at the de Young Museum

Summer of Love

Recollections by Candace Kling 

It was 1968.
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I met Fred Kling in art school.

During our courtship Fred painted a
dress for me using Inkodye on
Indianhead cotton and attempted
construction on a treadle sewing
machine. I received the body of the
dress and two sleeves. I was glad to
finish it. I loved it.  

        Candace Kling, 1968 (photo provided by Candace Kling)

"Tree Dress" in background, Fred Kling &
Candace Kling, ca 1968  (photo by J. Dawainis) 

 Minidress, printed synthetic, ca 1968, worn
 dancing at Avalon, Fiillmore (photo by C. Kling)
 

I began making custom wedding dresses for Sew What, a new store in Berkeley specializing in
one-of-a-kind hand-made clothing, no duplication, no mass production, no Madison Ave. Fred
soon began painting clothes for the store. Our collaboration began.
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I did the cutting, sewing, and filling-in of all the solid colors. Fred drew and then outlined each
work with brushes and squeeze bottles. Fred painted critters...lions and tigers, zebras and
giraffes (definitely the most popular animal). He painted dragons…the customer said, “It’s my
male animus”, and octopus, the customer relayed “…I’m doing my dissertation on octopus!” He
painted anteaters, hippos, hummingbirds, butterflies, frogs, and the ever-popular rainbows. A
Berkeley bride asked, “…and can my dress have rainbows, and represent day and night…and
can it have a castle in it?”

By the time we were done, around 1976, we had produced around 500 garments, mostly wrap-
around skirts, yoked a-line skirts, and cotton knit dresses, each with a unique painting, each cut,
drawn, painted and sewn, individually.

During the intervening years since we stopped making our painted garments, they have been
exhibited in a succession of shows:

Made In California, LACMA

Iconic to Ironic, The Oakland Museum of California

Artwear, FAMSF California Palace of the Legion of Honor

Counter Couture 1965-75, Bellevue Art Museum, MAD NYC

The Summer of Love, FAMSF MH deYoung Museum

In 1983 Inez Brooks-Myers took me under wing. I volunteered for her at The Oakland Museum of
California. She encouraged me to join and then mentored me in all things “CSA”. From this initial
meeting many future events flowered, the details of which are too long to recount, but I think
ultimately brought Fred’s and my work to the attention of Jill d’Alessandro, curator of the
Summer of Love exhibition.  

Additional pieces from the "Summer of Love" Exhibition.
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        Crocheted Wool Wedding dress, 1972
                         (photo by J. Dawainis)

Embroidered Hospital Scrub top, ca 1968
(photo by J. Dawainis)

Comments from the National Symposium
"PORTAL TO PROGRESS"  May 2017 

Western Region had a very respectable showing at the 43rd Annual Meeting and
Symposium. From the roster, I counted almost 30 WR attendees! Here are
comments from some of the members. 

The symposium was great! But the time difference challenged me to hear more presentations.  One that I

particularly enjoyed was Shelly Foote’s presentation “Mabs of Hollywood: Underwear and Swimwear Designed

for Movement”. The off-site tours were very good such as the trip to the Portland Museum of Art and the CSA

Fundraiser ride on the Maine Narrow Gauge Railroad. I’m already looking forward to the next symposium in

Colonial Williamsburg!--Celia Rogus

Portland’s CSA conference was a perfect second conference experience.  My first, San Antonio, was

overwhelming.  A theatre costumer, orgeneralist, as some academics would aptly say, the first year was so

intimidating, I didn’t reach out and make many friends or connections. It felt like some strange college flashback

of lectures I was terrified would show up on a final exam.  I didn’t meet a single person in theatre that year. 

Knowing a little more of what to expect in Portland, I approached the week with ease, and met a woman from my

home town on our first elevator ride.  This year, I focused more on socializing, having wonderful conversations

with our theatrical costumer breakout group, and with different folks at each meal.  The Portland Stage tour was
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lovely, but didn’t compare to the Portland Museum’s first acquisition, the marble carving of a diseased fisherman,

or the Historical Society’s preservation of the Longfellow House.    My one wish for CSA is that more theatrical

costumers attend the conference and present papers, balancing the academic and the generalist side and

application of dress.--Amy Bobeda

For me, the National Symposium is a wonderful opportunity to get together with old friends and make new ones!

With so many different ways of connecting with dress, it is truly a challenge to select which presentations to hear.

Thankfully all attendees come away with abstracts of the presentations so if you miss something you really

wanted to hear, you can still connect with the presenter to find out more. The Portland symposium host

team gets very high marks from me on their event organization! Everything from the comfortable facilities,

delicious food, event coordination, Silent Auction to Off-site tours seemed to happen flawlessly. As we look

forward our turn to host in 2019, I know who we need to look to for advice! --Judi Dawainis

STAFF COMINGS & GOINGS

Congratulations to Leigh Wishner (CSA WR Programs Chair, 2014-2017) who will
become the new Museum Coordinator at Fashion Institute of Design and
Merchandising Museum & Galleries beginning August 16. She says, “I am thrilled to
be joining my colleagues at FIDM—their teamwork is built on mutual respect and
passion for their field, and I have admired their accomplishments for many years.
Though it is bittersweet to leave LACMA's Costume and Textiles department after
five years of camaraderie, working as a Curatorial Assistant has been a valuable
experience and I'm grateful to have made life-long friends there." Her final day at
LACMA (where I am sure she will be greatly missed) will be August 11.

INTERNSHIPS - AWARDS - PUBLICATIONS

Western Region members
win prestigious Richard
Martin Exhibition Award

Anne Bissonnette, Assoc.
Professor, Material Culture and
Curatorship Curator announces
that she and her undergraduate
students are recipients of the 2017
Richard Martin Exhibition Award
for "Eyewear: Fashion with
Vision". 

"I was stunned and giddy. For the first time in its history, a Richard Martin Award for
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Excellence in the Exhibition of Costume was given to an exhibition co-curated by students.
My students. Our exhibit, Eyewear: Fashion with Vision, opened in the University of
Alberta’s Human Ecology Gallery in November 2016, and in May 2017, it received the
coveted Costume Society of America award at the organization’s annual national conference
in the US. Awardees have included major institutions like the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York and the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto."

Small Museum Collections Care Grant Awarded

Tallac Historic Site Volunteer, Mary Gibson accepts the Costume Society of
America’s Small Museum Collections Care Grant at their National Symposium, 2017
on behalf of Mikan Gosuico director of the Tahoe Heritage Foundation.

Pictured: Patricia Cunningham (CSA), Mary Gibson, Deborah Brothers (CSA)

A Small Museum Collections Care Grant is presented annually by the Costume
Society of America to help museums preserve and maintain fragile textiles and
clothing in their collections. The need for more professional and substantive care
became more evident with the installation of the clothing exhibit, Opening the
Trunks: 1860-1940 in 2014, which includes exquisite examples of what people wore
and brought east with them starting in the era when Lucky Baldwin began to develop
his resorts in 1870.

This grant will allow the Tahoe Heritage Foundation (caretaker of these collections)
to purchase acid-free storage materials, acquire a special vacuum cleaner used to
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clean fragile pieces, to finish a storage closet with a tin lining (essential to protect the
items during winter), and to have a consultation with Jan Loverin (textile specialist at
the Nevada State Museum’s Marjorie Russell Clothing and Textile Research
Center). These improvements will help protect and conserve these artifacts for
continuing interpretation at the Tallac Historic Site.

CSA-WR Jack Handford Summer Internship - SUMMER 2018 

The Western Region is proud to announce the Jack Handford Summer Internship for
2018.  In preparation WR seeks applications from accredited museums or
accredited educational institutions in the Region with a costume collection. The
internship must pertain to a specific project that can be completed in the allotted
summer time. Applications will be reviewed by a committee, and accepted proposals
will be announced to student applicants. Application deadline for institutions is
September 25, 2017.   

Student applicants must be an undergraduate about to commence their senior year
in 2018, or a graduate student.  The winning student will receive a $2000 stipend for
a student internship, and will select one of the institutional proposals.  Student
applicants must be current CSA Western Region members to apply.  Student
application deadline is December 15, 2017.    

Applications for students and institutions will be available through the CSA Western
Region Website after May 1, 2017:

http://costumesocietyamerica.com/regions/we_home/scholarships/

For more information, please contact:  Joann Driggers, Student Awards and
Summer Internship Chair, CSA Western Region @ swc9000@sbcglobal.net

RESEARCH

ARE YOU WORKING ON SOME EXCITING RESEARCH OR PROJECT? Tell me
about it and I'll share it with our region. 

CSA-WESTERN REGION NEWS  is published at least bi-annually. Address editorial correspondence
to Editor Judi Dawainis at dawainis98@gmail.com . Submissions for Fall newsletter are due August 1, 2017.
Submissions for Spring newsletter are due Feb.1, 2018. Author is required to obtain all rights and permissions
for images.

REPRINTING POLICY: Authored articles may be excerpted only, not reprinted in their entirety. Proper citation
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